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Windows. Reinvented for modern life.
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REHAU Heritage
Vertical sliding window system

Developed following extensive consultation with conservation bodies the REHAU Heritage Vertical Sliding Window is one of the most traditional sash windows available on the market.

Features

- Stepped frame with either mechanically jointed or fully welded options
- Choice of three heritage sashes
- Traditional deep bottom rail
- External traditional putty-line aesthetics
- Option of run-thru sash horn
- Internal and external georgian bars
- Triple brush seals for superior draught proofing

Weather and security

- Achieves Severe Weather Performance
- Achieves an 'A' Window Energy Rating (WER)
- Anti-jemmy security bar for optimum security
- Standard glazing unit sizes 24mm and 28mm
- PAS 24 security accredited

Energy efficiency

The REHAU Heritage window is capable of meeting current building regulations and can be specified in most applications.

The Heritage window can achieve an A Rating with a U-Value of 1.4W/(m².K) using a common double glazed unit for use with higher energy ratings.

REHAU Heritage vertical slider

The REHAU Heritage window system is designed to incorporate all the desirable traditional features of a timber sash window, yet with all the additional benefits and conveniences of modern PVC-U.

The system has two sashes built into the frame which slide in opposing directions and will remain fixed in any position.

A sub-frame, which makes up three sides of the window, is the most popular configuration and is welded at the top whilst mechanically joined at the bottom with a sill and screws. The sill is sealed off at each end with an end cap to prevent water ingress into the walls of the property.

The sub-frame can also be fully welded.